Several results are provided using gene inherits law in another article [1], making use of the theory of algebra in mathematics, according to which we derive, which will give some reference value to genetics.
Introduction
Right now, many laws in genetics can be derived from the statistical law of genetic results. There is rather little research on principle. Can a reasonable estimate of the genetic results be presented from the perspective of principle? The answer is yes. Zhe Yin's gene inherits law in reference [1] will be introduced first.
Two Lemmas
Genetic behavior is divided into dominant inheritance and recessive inheritance. Assume that D represents for dominant inheritance factor, and d represents for recessive inheritance factor; there are two cases among inheritance factors, that is, dependent and independent; independent refers to there is cross effect between D and d , that is, Dd is also one inheritance result.
The possible results may be D or d when inheritance factors of male parent and female parent are independent. 
The possible results may be
Coefficients of the odd and even items in the expansion are equal.
is just all of the possible results of the 1 n − th generation.
Lemma 1.
When male parent and female meet dominant inheritance, inheritance factors fit such addition principle 1:
Lemma 2. When male parent and female meet recessive inheritance, inheritance factors fit such addition principle 2:
Zhe Yin's Gene Inherits Law
Zhe Yin's gene inherits law: 1) All of the possible inheritance results of the 1 n − th generation fit such expansion:
2) Inheritance factors meet distributive law (separate regularity); 3) Inheritance factors meet associative law (law of independent assortment); 4) Dominant inheritance meets addition principle 
Note: when 2 n = , this inheritance law is just Mendel's law.
Application of Zhe Yin's Gene Inherits Law

Application 1: Subtraction Principle of Genetic (Inference of Zhe Yin's Gene Inherits Law)
According to the theory of algebra in mathematics. (According to the theory of algebra, addition and sutration in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are equivalent in Zhe Yin's gene inherits law) if addition principle in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 is right, subtraction principle in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 will be also met. That is, Lemma 1. When male parent and female meet dominant inheritance, inheritance factors fit suchsubtraction principle 1:
Lemma 2. When male parent and female meet dominant inheritance, inheritance factors fit such subtraction principle 2:
Addition and subtraction in math and algebra are equivalent, but its significance in biology is very large. Addition represents the result of the integration, subtraction represents differences or changes in content. This is mainly reflected that the living things gain and memory only changed information to outside information, but gain and memory same information to non-continuous ones, all the way to genetic. Not only humans, animal information of vision, taste, smell, and so on have also taken changing nature of memory storage.
Biological evolution is gene mutation with the environmental impact so dominant inheritance refers to biological evolution. Mutation evolutionary characteristics changed at three times speed compared to the previous original features (original features before the evolutionary genetic increment = 0, genetic increment which has the gene mutation evolutionary characteristics = three times); characteristic of recessive inheritance refers to keep 50% evolution before, keep 50% after mutation evolutionary characteristics (genetic process was changed on the second process, preserving 50% in fact equals no change). It is worth mentioning that with the impact of environment, dominant and recessive hereditary interchangeable. For a single organism, overt or tissue tested positive for the virus were negative, occult viral or cellular organization. Normal number of latent virus in human reproduction cells without incremental, but the volume increased 1 time (according to coefficient ratio in Zhe Yin's gene inherits law).
Application 2: The Dynamics and Monotonic of Genetic
Genetic process is a dynamic process. According to Zhe Yin's gene inherits law, which is that continuous evolution process of bio at three times speed, is also that living beings remain 100% trait genes in the process. For example, cancer cells is the biological evolution of dominant process, AIDS was bio-conservative (degradation) of recessive processes. Low immunity sharply conservative phenomenon of biological degradation phenomena, is very likely to be the next of kin at the intersection of product. It is worth mentioning that without distinction as to race, looks like many of them are mentally handicapped groups striking similarities have a relationship with inbreeding. Inbreeding is the most effective way of returning to the ancient.
Application 3: Twice Property of Genetics
Zhe Yin's gene inherits law is the one about individual gene, complete thought is included of the collective of gene, which is inheritance that is composed of gene strand by media (such as memory piece). Union of the male germ cell and female germ cell nuclei of genetic inheritance can be identified for the first inheritance, female genetic memory (memory copy of the parent to the young) can be identified as the second genetic or epigenetic inheritance. The first inheritance contains the basic genetic information (part of evolutionary information is not included), the second inheritance contains part of evolutionary information, through the copying and passing brain's memory information.
Human or animal instinct actually does not exist, is copying and inheritance from a generation ago, previous generations of ancestors (hereditary for the second time). Human's dreaming phenomenon are previous generations of ancestral memory contents and mix back to the recent memory. After copying the creature's young brain gene mutations identified as genetic variability for the second time. 
Application 4: Rules of Blood Type Inheritance
Application 5: Atavism
When the hereditary and sex-linked recessive traits are met, according to Zhe Yin's gene inherits law, according to corollary 5 and 6 in reference [1] , atavism will be took place. That is, even-numbered generation inherits but odd-numbered one doesn't inherit, such as hemophilia, red-green colorblind, pseudohypertrophic muscular dystrophy and-6-glucose dehydrogenate deficiency, and so on. Blood group inheritance and ratio with a simple calculation in a similar way. AB type blood and A type or B type blood occur gene mutations linked, which can create special blood type.
Conclusion
Based on the Zhe Yin's gene inherits law using the principles of algebra, feasible ideas about biology have been clearly provided. According to Zhe Yin's gene inherits law, inheritance and evolutionary process has been quantized, which will play a references role in future.
